Woven Comfort Quilt ePattern
The Woven Comfort pattern by Jen Eskridge makes a beautiful and intricate quilt.
Although it looks very complex, it consists of identical 15″ quilt blocks. If you like
geometric, this quilt pattern is for you!

Finished Size: 90″ x 75″ (twin)
Skill Level: Intermediate
This is an e-Pattern.

Quick 3D Sampler Quilt Pattern
This Quick 3-D Sampler really POPS! Create this high-impact sampler in a few
hours. It is made entirely from half-square triangles for quick cutting. An
“Americana” color variation is shown below.
Finished Size 52″ x 52″
Skill Level Advanced Beginner
This is an?paper?pattern.

Box Bonanza Multi-Pattern
This quilt pattern is a?multi-pattern?with two size options and 4 layout/design
options. Make even more designs using just one handy block. The quilt pattern is

fat quarter* friendly and gives a wonderful scrappy look once all the fat quarter
fabrics are mixed.
Baby Size- 55″ x 43″
Large Lap Size- 79″ x 67″
*A fat quarter is a measure of fabric 18″ x 22″.
NOTE: This is an Paper Pattern which you will receive in the mail.

Woven Comfort Quilt Pattern
The Woven Comfort pattern by Jen Eskridge makes a beautiful and intricate quilt.
Although it looks very complex, it consists of identical 15″ quilt blocks. If you like
geometric, this quilt pattern is for you!

Finished Size: 90″ x 75″ (twin)
Skill Level: Intermediate
NOTE: This is an Paper Pattern which you will receive in the mail.

Interlocking Square Quilt Pattern
Create inter-woven fabric squares with ease! An easy, quick quilt top that is great
for beginners. It comes in four sizes:? Lap, Twin, Queen and King.
Finished Sizes

Lap:? 60″ x 60″
Twin:? 60″ x 90″
Queen:? 90″ x 90″
King:? 105″ x 105″
Skill Level Beginner
NOTE: This is an Paper Pattern which you will receive in the mail.

Interlocking Square Quilt ePattern
Create inter-woven fabric squares with ease! An easy, quick quilt top that is great
for beginners. It comes in four sizes:? Lap, Twin, Queen and King.
Finished Sizes
Lap:? 60″ x 60″
Twin:? 60″ x 90″
Queen:? 90″ x 90″
King:? 105″ x 105″
Skill Level Beginner
This is an?e-Pattern!

Box Bonanza Multi-ePattern

This quilt pattern is a?multi-pattern?with two size options and 4 layout/design
options. Make even more designs using just one handy block. The quilt pattern is
fat quarter* friendly and gives a wonderful scrappy look once all the fat quarter
fabrics are mixed.
Baby Size- 55″ x 43″
Large Lap Size- 79″ x 67″
*A fat quarter is a measure of fabric 18″ x 22″.

Free Shipping

Quick 3D Sampler Quilt ePattern
This Quick 3-D Sampler really POPS! Create this high-impact sampler in a few
hours. It is made entirely from half-square triangles for quick cutting. An

“Americana” color variation is shown below.
Finished Size 52″ x 52″
Skill Level Advanced Beginner
This is an?e-pattern!

Loose Change Quilt ePattern
Loose Change is a beginner level quilt pattern that uses a layer cake to put a hip
scrappy twist on a stacked coin pattern. If you own a quilt shop, this is a super
quick kit to put together.
Our sample quilt was made from Northcott’s?Love Nest – Birdie Blush Collection
by Carina Gardner.
Finished Size 60″ x 62″
Skill Level Beginner
This is an?e-Pattern!

Sleepy Stars Quilt ePattern
The “Sleepy Stars” quilt pattern by Jen Eskridge would be perfect for any baby to
wake up to. It involves one large stunning block repeated 4 times.
Finished Size: 48″ x 48″
Skill Level: Advanced Beginner

This title available as an?e-Pattern!

Quilted Party Tray ePattern
The Quilted Party Tray? pattern is a quick and fun quilting project! Next time you
throw a party, make a statement when you put snacks in your Quilted party tray.
Finish Size:
Square tray – 8″ x 8″ x 2″
Rectangle Tray – 4 1/2″ x 8 1/4″ x 1 1/2″
Skill Level: Beginner
This title is available as an?e-Pattern!

